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ABSTRACT 
Let MD,(n) = {D ) D is a primitive ministrong digraph with R vertices, and 
the shortest cycle length of D is s}, and bs (n) = max{$ D) ( D E MD,(n)}, 
where -y(D) is the primitive exponent of D. Our main results are: (1) we give 
explicit expressions for bs(n); (2) f or s # 2,6, we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a digraph D E MD,(n) with y(D) = b,(n). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The terminology and notation used in this paper will basically follow 
those in [3, 4, 61. The definitions of strong digraphs, ministrong (minimally 
strong) digraphs, primitive digraphs, and their exponents y(D) can be 
found in [4] and [6]. Let MD(n) = {D 1 D is a primitive ministrong digraph 
with n vertices}, MD,(n) = {D E MD(n) 1 the shortest cycle length of D 
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is s}, and b,(n) = max{$D) 1 D E MD,(n)}, where y(D) is the primitive 
exponent of D. In the following, we denote by E(D) the set of arcs of 
D, and call a cycle of length t a t-cycle. Also, we use dt(zr) to denote the 
shortest distance from a vertex z to the set of vertices of all t-cycles. When 
z, y E V(D), let d(z, y) denote the distance from z to y as usual. If W is 
a walk of D, then we denote by 1 WI the length of W. 
Let 
1 2 Wa(s, n) = n + s(n - 3) - 3s (1.1) 
and 
Wi(S, n) = n + S(Ta - 2), (1.2) 
where 
ra = max{m E Z / 2 < m < n - 1, gcd(m, s) = 1). (1.3) 
Let L(D) be the set of distinct lengths of cycles in digraph D, and let 
G,(n) = {D E MD,(n) and D satisfies the following condition (**)}: 
L(D) = {s, TO, ~1,. . , rx}; Tl, ,7-z, ‘. . , 7-x are all multiples of s. (**) 
In [6], R. A. Brualdi, and J. A. Ross showed that 
y(D) < n2 -4n+6 (D E MD(n)). 
They also characterized the case of equality. In [4], J. A. Ross further 
proved that y(D) 5 n + s (n - 3) for any D E MD,(n), with equality if and 
only if gcd(n - 1, s) = 1 and D is isomorphic to the digraph in Figure 1. 
Therefore, in the case gcd(n - 1, s) = 1, we have b,(n) = n + S(T-0 - 2) = 
n + s(n - 3) = Wi(s,n), and y(D) = b,(n) for a digraph D E MD,(n) if 
and only if D is isomorphic to the digraph in Figure 1. But what is the 
expression for b,(n) in the case gcd(n - 1, s) # l? We will consider this 
problem in this paper. 
In [l], Wei-Quan Dong, Jia-Yu Shao, and Chun-Fei Dong proved the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. ([l]). Leti;,(n) = max{-y(D) ( D is a primitive digruph 
with n vertices and shortest cycle length s}, 70 = max{m 1 1 5 m 2 
n, gcd(m, s) = 1). Then: 
(a) b,(n) = n + s(n - 2) when gcd(n, s) = 1. 
(b) &(n) = n + (- s ra - 2) when gcd(n, s) > 1 and sfn or n = ks, but 
p - 1) I (s - 2). 
(c) b,(n) = n+s(?a-2)+1 whengcd(n, s) > 1 and n = lz, (k-l){(s-2). 
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FIG. 1. 
They also gave a nece_ssary and sufficient condition for a primitive di- 
graph D to have y(D) = b,( ) n w h en s # 2,6([1]). In this paper, we obtain 
the following three results for gcd(n - 1, s) # 1: 
(1) If gcd(n - 1, s) > 1 and s 2 3, then b,(n) = Wi(s, n). 
(2) If gcd(n - 1, s) > 1 and s = 2, then bz(n) = Wi(s, n) + 1. 
(3) In Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, we characterize the digraph D E MD,(n) 
with y(D) = b,(n) when gcd(n - 1, s) > 1 and s # 2,6. 
To prove our main results, we need the following basic properties of 
primitive ministrong digraphs. 
THEOREM 1.2. [4,6]. Let D E MD,(n). Then the following properties 
hold: 
(1) D has no loops and no cycles of length n, so t 5 n - 1 for any 
t E L(D), and 2 < s < n - 2. 
(2) If (2, Y) 6 E(D), then. (x, y) as an arc of every path from x to y. 
(3) No cycle of D has chords. 
2. SOME SPECIAL UPPER BOUNDS FOR y(D) 
Let D be a primitive digraph with n vertices, and y(D) be the exponent 
of D. Also, let L(D) = {q, r-2,. . , rx} be the set of distinct lengths of the 
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elementary cycles of D, where rx = s is the shortest cycle length of D. 
Then it is well known that D is strong and gcd(ri, rz, . . . , TX) = 1, where 
gcd means the greatest common divisor. 
DEFINITION 2.1. The (local) exponent from vertex z to y, denoted by 
y(z, y), is the least integer y such that there exists a walk of length m from 
z to y for all integers m > y. 
From Definition 2.1 it is easy to see that 
Y(D) = max{y(z, Y) I 5, Y E V(D)). 
Now suppose B = {al,..., ak} is a set of distinct positive integers with 
gcd(ar,. . , ak) = 1. The Frobenius number Q(B) = @(al,. . . , ak) is de- 
fined to be the least integer Q? such that every integer m 2 Q, can be 
expressed in the form m = cl al + . ’ + Ck ak, where cl, . . . , Ck are nonneg- 
ative integers. A result due to Schur shows that @(al,. . , ak) is finite if 
gcd(al,. . , ak) = 1. Inthecasek =2,wehave@(ar,a2) = (al-I)(~Q-I). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let z,y E V(D) and B = {Q,. . . ,rik} & L(D). 
The relative distance dg(z, y) from 2 to y is defined to be the length of 
the shortest walk from 2 to y that meets (has a common vertex with ) at 
least one cycle of each length 7;, for j = 1,2,. . , k. 
Let 
ds = d(r,,,... , rzk) = max{dg(z, Y) I 5, Y E V(D)), 
where B = {rz,,...,ri,} 2 L(D). 
The following basic upper bound for y(z, y) will be used in the proof 
of our main results. 
THEOREM 2.1. (151). Let D be a digraph, and B = {r%,,. . . ,a} C 
L(D) with gcd(ri,, . . ,rzt) = I. Then Y(Z,Y) I &(z,y) +@(G,,...,T,,) 
and y(D) I ds + Q(B). 
3. IMPROVED ESTIMATIONS OF THE RELATIVE DISTANCES 
It is not difficult to verify the following estimate for the relative dis- 
tances: for a primitive digraph D with n vertices, we have ([2]) 
ds I c(n - a) + (n - 1). 
CIEB 
(3.1) 
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where B C L(D). However, we want to improve the inequality (3.1) in the 
case D E MD,(n). For this purpose we first give two lemmas. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let D E MD,(n) with V(D) = {1,2,. , , n} and t EL(D). 
Then d~~>(u, v) < n - t + n - 2 for all u, v E V(D). 
PROOF. We consider the following two cases. 
Case 1. u belongs to some t-cycle. Then dft}(u,v) = d(u, w) 5 n-l 
5 n-t+n-2. 
Case 2. u does not belong to any t-cycle. Let dt(u) = d(u, z), where 
z belongs to some t-cycle C. Then d(u, z) < n - t and u @ V(C). We 
want to show d(z, v) 5 n - 2. 
Suppose d(z, v) = n - 1. Let W(z, u) = 123 .. n be a path from z to 
ZI of length n - 1, where (we suppose) z = 1,~ = n. Let W’(u,z) be a 
path from u to z of length d(u, z); then W’(u, .z) is the shortest path from 
u to all vertices of all t-cycles. For D E MD,(n), D has no arcs (i,j) such 
that j - i > 1. Hence C = 123...tl. Since u 6 V(C), there exists an 
arc (x, z) on the path W’(u, .z) such that x 6 V(C) and x > t. Thus a 
cycle C’ = 123 . t t + 1 . xl is formed, and C’ has a chord (t, 1). This 
contradicts D E MD,(n). So d(z, v) 5 n - 2. Then 
dit)(u, v) 5 d(u, 2) + d(.z, v) 5 n - t + n - 2. 
The lemma is proved. ??
Let WI = x~x~...x,,, and W2 = yiy2..‘yt be two walks. If xm = yi, 
then we denote by WI U W, the walk ~1x2 . . xm y2 y3 . . . yt. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let D E MD,(n), B = {al, a~,.. ., a,} C L(D), al < 
u2 < . < a,. Then for any x, y E V(D), th ere exists a positive integer i, 
1 5 i < m, such that 
dB(x, y) 5 (n-2%al)+(n-2%uz)+...+(n-2-ua,_l)+(n-a,)+(n-2). 
PROOF. Let W(X~_I, xk) be a path from xk_i to xk of length d,L(xk_i), 
where xk is a vertex of some ak-CyCk! for k = 1,2,. . . , m, and xc = x. ln 
the following, we consider three different cases. 
Case 1. There exists some integer i, 2 < i < m-l, such that d,(xi-1) 2 
n- a,-1 butd,,(x1;_1) 5 n-al,-2 fork = 1,2,...,i-1. Let W(Xi-l,y) 
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be a walk from 8-1 to y of length d{,l(~~_.i, y) which meets some ai-cycle. 
Because &,(a_~) 2 n-aa,- = n-(ai+l) > n-at for any integer t > i, 
W(Z~-_~, y) meets some ai+l-cycle, some a2+2-cycle,. . . , and some am-cycle. 
Thus W(x~,zi) U W(Q,Q) U ... U W(2,_2, xi_1) U W(xi_,, y) meets at 
least one cycle of each length ak for k = 1,2,. . . , m. From Lemma 3.1, 
we have 
1 W(z,-1, y)J = d~a,j(~i-l, Y) L n - ai + n - 2. 
so 43(2, Y) I I W(% x1)1 + I W( r1,x2)l +~‘~+l~(~i-z,~G1)l + IW(Gl, 
y)( < (n-2-ai) + (n-2-a2) + . ..+(n-2-ai-r) -t (n-ai) + (n-2). 
Case 2. d,,(+i) 5 (n - a3 - 2) for j = 1,2,. . . , m - 1. For the 
same reason as in case 1, we have 
ds(z,y) 5 (n-2- ai)+(n-2- az)+...+(n-2- am-l) 
+ (n - a,) + (n - 2). 
Here, taking i = m, we obtain the result. 
Case 3. da,(Q) >_ n - al - 1, where Q = 5. Also, for the same 
reason as in case 1, we obtain that d~(x,y) 2 (n - ai) + (n - 2). Here, 
taking i = 1, we obtain the result. 
Combining cases 1, 2, and 3, the proof of the lemma is completed. ??
From Lemma 3.2 we easily get the main theorem of this section, which 
improves the inequality (3.1). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let D E MD,(n), B = {al,. . . , a,} C L(D). Then 
ds = d(al,...,a,)<(n-l-al)+(n-l-u2) 
+ . ..+(n-l- u,)+(n-1) 
= F(n - 1 - aj) + (n - 1). 
.y = 1 
4. THE EXPRESSIONS FOR b,(n) IN THE CASE gcd(n - 1, s) > 1 
Throughout this section, we will assume that gcd(n - 1, s) > 1. We will 
prove that y(D) 5 Wl(s, n) for any D E MD,(n)\$,,(n) from Lemmas 4.1 
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to 4.6 when s > 3 [furthermore, y(D) < WI(S, n) when s # 2,6]. We 
will also prove from Lemmas 4.7 to 4.10 that y(D) 5 Wl(s, n) for any 
D E GS( n) when s 2 3. Finally we obtain b,(n) = WI (s, n) with s > 3 
in Theorem 4.1 and bz(n) = Wi(2, n) + 1 in Theorem 4.2. Recall that we 
have defined rc, Wo(s, n), and WI(S, n) in (l.l), (1.2), and (1.3). 
LEMMA 4.1. Ifgcd(n - 1, s) > 1, then (n - 1) - ro I fs; furthermore, 
(n - 1) - re < f s when s # 2,6. 
PROOF. See [l, Lemma 4.31. ??
LEMMA 4.2. Ifgcd(n - 1,s) > 1, then Wc(s,n) 5 Wl(s,n); further- 
more WO(S, n) < WI(S, n) when s # 2,6. 
PROOF. See [l, Lemma 4.41. ??
LEMMA 4.3. Let D E MD,(n), L(D) = { rl, r-2, . . , T-J,}, where q = s. 
If gcd(n - 1,s) > 1, and gcd(ri,s) > 1 for all r, E L(D), then y(D) 
5 Wo(s, n). 
PROOF. By the hypothesis and the primitivity of D we see that s is 
not a prime power, so s 2 6. Let pi,. . . , pt be distinct prime divisors 
of s with t 2 2. Take ri,, . . . , rzr E L(D) such that gcd( pk, rib) = 1 
for Ic = 1,. . . , t. [Such an rtk exists because gcd(q,. . , r-x) = 1, where 
r,j = s.] 
Now, take R = {s, rtl,. . , rz,} C L(D); then gcd(s, rzl,. . .jTi,) = 1. 
We may use Vitek’s upper bound for the Frobenius number a(R), since 
gcd(s, rik) > 1 for k = 1,. . . , t means that R = {s, r,,, . . , r-it} satisfies 
the hypothesis of [2, Theorem 41, to obtain that (P(R) < S(T - 2)/2 < 
s(n - 3)/2, where T = maxi<k<t{ri,} < n - 1. Also, by using induction on _ - 
t (t 2 2), we have pipz...p, > 2(t + l), so s 2 pip2...pt > 2(t + I), i.e., 
t 5 is - 1. Now gcd(n - 1,s) > 1, so s 2 n - 3, and from Theorem 3.1 
we have 
dR < c(n-1 -a)+(n-1) 
GER 
5 (n - 1 - s)(t + 1) - 2t - 1 + n - 1 (*) 
= (n - 1 - s) + t(n - 1 - s - 2) + (n - 2) 
_< (n - 1 - s) + (fs - l)(n - 1 - s - 2) + n - 2 
= n + +s(n - 3) - is” 
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[( *) holds because (RI = t + 1 > 3 and a > s + 2 for all a E R\{ s} by the 
hypothesis gcd( ri, s) > 1 for all ri E L(D)]. So 
y(D) 5 & + a(R) 5 7~ + $'(7~ - 3)- fs2 + ;s(n - 3) 
= n + s(n - 3) - $2 = We(s, n). ??
The following lemma further improves the estimation of the relative 
distance. It will be used in the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
LEMMA 4.4. Let D E MD,(n), B = {ri,7-22) C_ L(D), ~-1 > ~2, z, y E 
J'(D). U d,,(z) 2 n, - r1 - (7-2 - l), then dB(x, y) 5 n - rz + n - 2. 
PROOF. Let zPi zP2 y be a walk from z to y of length d{, 1 (z, y) which 
meets some rz-cycle, where z is the first vertex on this walk which belongs 
to some r2-cycle C, xPlz is the shortest path from x to z, and zP2y is the 
shortest path from z to y. Then n - TZ > (xPiz\ = d(x,z) 2 d,(x) >_ 
n - 7.1 - (Q - 1). 
Case 1. lzP2yj = d(z, y) 1 n - ~1. Then dB(z,y) 5 IxPizP29I = 
d(,j(x, y) 5 n - 7-2 + n - 2 by Lemma 3.1. 
Case 2. IzP2y/ = d(z,y) 5 n - ri - 1. Since IxPlz U z&J > 
n - r1 - (772 - 1) + r2 - 1 = n - q, xPlz U ZCZ meets some q-cycle. So 
xPIz u zCz u zPzy meets some q-cycle and some rz-cycle. Then we have 
dB(x,y) 5 JxPlz U ZCZ U zP2yl i n.- r2 +Q +n- ri - 1 
= n-ri+n-lsn-rzfn-2 (by 71>_~2++). 
Combining cases 1 and 2, we complete the proof of Lemma 4.4. ??
LEMMA 4.5. Let D E MD,(n), gcd(n - 1, s) > 1. If there exists 
r E L(D) with T < T-O (TO as defined above) such that gcd(r, s) = 1, then 
y(D) < WI(S, n); furthermore, when s # 2,6, we have y(D) < Wi(s,n). 
PROOF. Take B = {T,s} C_ L(D), and let x, y be arbitrary vertices of 
D. We estimate the upper bounds of dB(x, y) by considering the following 
two cases. 
Case 1. n - s - 2 < d,(x) 5 n - s. Since r 2 s + 1 and s > 2, we 
have d,(z) > n - s - 2 2 n - r - 1 > n - r - (s - 1). From Lemma 4.4 we 
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have that 
6(x, y) I n - s + n-2<3n-s-r-5 (by r < r. 5 n - 2). 
Case 2. d,(z) < n - s - 3. Then by Lemma 3.1 we have 
dg(2, y) < (n - s - 3) + n - r + n - 2 
= 3n-s-r-5. 
Combining cases 1 and 2, and using r < ra and Lemma 4.1, we have 
Y(Z, Y) I dB(5, Y) + @(B) 
< 3n - s - r - 5 + (s - l)(r - 1) 
= n + 2n - s - 6 + (r - l)(s - 2) 
L_ n+2n-s-6+(ro-2)(s-2) 
= n + ~(7-0 - 2) + 2(n - 1 - rc) - s 
I n + ~(7-0 - 2) = Wl(s, n). 
Furthermore 2(n - 1 - ra) < s for s # 2,6, so ~(2, y) < W~(S, n) when 
s # 2,6. So y(D) i WI(S, n), and y(D) < Wl(s, n) when s # 2,6. The 
lemma is proved. ??
LEMMA 4.6. Let D E MDs(n), gcd(n - 1, s) > 1, s 2 3. Ifra E L(D) 
and gcd(r, s) > 1 for all r E L(D)\{ro}, but there exists r~, E L(D)\(Q) 
such that s i ri,), then y(D) 5 WI (s, n); furthermore, y(D) < WI (s, n) when 
s # 6. 
PROOF. Take B = {s, r,,, o . r } Because gcd( rk, s) > 1, ro is not a non- 
negative integral combination of q, and s. Since rc, 5 n - 1 5 ra + f s < 
r-0 + s 5 2ra and s{rc,, rc, is not a nonnegative integral combination of 
7-0 and s. Hence B = {s, r q,, rc} satisfies the hypothesis of [2, Theorem 41. 
So we have Q(B) < is(n - 3). Let 2, y be arbitrary vertices of D. We 
estimate upper bounds of $5, y) by considering the following three cases. 
Case 1. d(z, y) 2 n - s. Then dB(x, y) = d(z, y) I n - 1 < n + ra 
-s - 1. So using rs 5 n - 2 and s 5 n - 3, we have 
Y(X, Y) F ds(x, Y) + Q(B) 
< n+ra-s-l+$s(n-3) 
2 n + s(n - 3) - +s(n - 3) + (n - 2) - s - I 
= n + s(n - 3) - i(n - 3)(s - 2) - s 
5 n + s(n - 3) - !jS(s - 2) - s 
= WO(S, n) I Wl(s, n). 
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Case 2. n-r0 5 d(x, y) < n-s-l. Because rafs > n-1-is+s = 
n-l+is>nbys>3,wehaveds(x,y)<d(x,y)+re<n-s+ro-1. 
So using similar arguments to case 1, we have 
Case 3. d(x, y) < n - ra - 1. Suppose x belongs to a cycle of 
length b. 
Subcase 3.1. b + s > n. Then 
ds(x, Y) i d(x, y) + b I n - ro-l-tbsn-ro-l+n-1=2n-ro-2. 
So by n - 3 2 s we have 
-y(x, y) 5 2n - r-0 - 2 + +s(n - 3) 
= n + s(n - 3) - is(n - 3) + n - ra - 2 
= n + s(n - 3) - f(n - 3)(s - 2) - r0 + I 
5 n + s(71- 3) - ijs(s - 2) - ra + 1 
= Wo(s, n) + s + 1 - r0 
I Wo(s,n) I Wl(s,n). 
Subcase 3.2. b + s 5 n. Because gcd(re,, s) > 1 and s i r~,, s is not a 
prime number, so s > 4, and r,, 2 s + 2 2 6. 
(1) b = s and rh > n - s. Then 
dB(x, y) 5 d(x, y) + b I n - v-0 - 1 f s 5 2n - ro - 2. 
So using similar arguments to subcase 3.1, we have 
(2) b = s and rio 5 n - s. Then 
&(x, Y) 5 4x, Y) + b + rc<n-ra-l-ts+rc=n+s-1. 
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Since r,, _< n - s and r+, > 6, we have n - s 2 6. So 
$5, y) I n + s - 1 + +s(n - 3) 
= n + s(n - 3) - fs2 - Jjs(n - 3 - s) + s - 1 
= n f s(n - 3) - is2 - +s(n - s - 5) - 1 
< n + s(n - 3) - is” = WO(S, n) I Wr(s, n). 
(3) b > s. Then n > b + s 2 2s + 1, i.e., n - 1 2 2s, and 
b+rc>b+n-l-as>s+n-l-as=n-l+is>n. 
so 
&(z, Y) 5 d(s, Y) + b + ro 
< n-ra-l+b+ro 
= n+b-1<2n-s-l, 
Y(GY) I 2n - s - 1 + $(n - 3) 
= n + s(n - 3) - +(s - 2)(n - 3) - s + 2 
5 n + s(n - 3) - $(s - 2)(2s - 2) - s + 2 
= n + s(n - 3) - (s - 1)2 + 1 
< n + s(n - 3) - $2 (*) 
= WO(S, n) I WI(S, n) 
[where (*) holds because (s - 1)2 > is” + 1 for s > 41. 
Combining cases 1, 2, and 3, we have 
y(D) i Wl(s,n), and y(D) < Wr(s,n) if s # 6. 
The lemma is proved. ??
Lemmas 4.3, 4.5, and 4.6 imply that y(D) < Wr(s, n) for any D E 
MD,(n)\@,(n) if s 2 3; furthermore y(D) < W~(s,n) if s # 2,6. In the 
following we discuss the cases for D E 11, (n). 
First we have 
Wr(s, n) - @(s, ro) = n + s(r0 - 2) - (s - l)(ro - 1) 
= n + ~7-0 - 2s - sra + s + r0 - 1 
= n-1+7-o-s. 
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Therefore, if ~B(z, y) < n - 1 + ro - s [or d~(z, y) < n - 1 + ro - s], 
then y(z,y) I wi(s, n) [or Y(Z,Y) < wi(s,n)l, where D E Q,(n), z,y E 
V(D), B = {TO, s}. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let D E g,(n), gcd(n - 1,s) > 1, z,y E V(D). If 
d(x, y) 2 n - s, then $5, y) < Wl(s, n). 
PROOF. Let B = {T-O, s}; thenby using d(z,y) 2 n - s we have 
dB(z,y)= d(z>y) 5 n - 1 < n - 1-t r0 - s, so $5, y) < Wi(s, n). ??
LEMMA 4.8. Let D E $,(n,) with s > 3, gcd(s, n - 1) > 1, 2, y E 
V(D). If n - TO I d(z, Y) I n - s - 1, then y(x, y) 5 Wl(s, n). 
PROOF. Take B = {ro,s}. We know s > 3, so ro + s > n. We 
have d~(zr,y) 5 d(z,y) + ra < n - s - 1 + rs = n - 1 + ro - s, and 
Y(Z, Y) < wl(s, n). ??
The following lemma gives a property of primitive ministrong digraphs. 
It will be used in Lemma 4.10. 
LEMMA 4.9. Let D E MD,(n), s 2 3, gcd(n - 1,s) > 1. If D has 
an elementary cycle C of length n - 2, x, y are two distinct vertices which 
don’t belong to C, and no s-cycle contains both x and y, then there exist 
no arcs which join x and y. 
PROOF. Suppose there is an arc which joins x and y, say, (IC, y) E 
E(D); then (y,x) @’ E(D) (by s > 3). 
Let W be the shortest path from the cycle C to the vertex x. Since 
1 Cl = n - 2, we have 1 WI < 2. On the other hand, from (y, x) # E(D), we 
know the vertex y does not belong to the path W. So /WI = 1, and there 
exists a vertex i E V(C) such that (i,z) E E(D). 
Similarly, there is a vertex j E V(C) such that (y,j) E E(D). Thus D 
has a spanning subgraph D’ = C U {(x, y), (i,x), (y,j)} which is strong, 
and we obtain D = D’ because D E MD,(n) is minimally strong. Let 
C’ = xyjCix; then C and C’ are all the cycles of D. From hypothesis we 
have [C’l # s. Since gcd(n - 1, s) > 1, we have (C( = n - 2 # s. So D 
has no cycles of length s; namely, s +! L(D). This contradicts the fact that 
D E MD,(n). Hence, the lemma is proved. ??
LEMMA 4.10. Let D E g,(n), gcd(n - 1, s) > 1, s > 3, x, y E 
V(D), B = {rg, s}. Let b be the length of one of the cycles which contains 
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x or y. If d(x, y) 5 n - ro - 1, then we have: 
(1) b + s # n. 
(2) y(z, y) < Wi(s, n) when b + s > n. 
(3) y(x, y) < WI(S, n) when b + s < n - 1. 
(4) y(x, y) < Wi(s, n) when b + s = n - 1 and si(n - 1). 
(5) 7(x, y) I Wi(s, n) when b + s = n - 1 and s 1 (n - 1). 
(6) y(x, y) < Wi(s,n) when bfs = n-l, n-l = ks and (k-l) 1 (s-2). 
PROOF. (1): Suppose b+s = n. From b+s = n and gcd(n-1,s) > 1 
we obtain that b is not a multiple of s, and so b = ro by D E $~~(n), so 
ro+s=n. Ontheotherhand,bys>3wehavera+s>n-l-is+s= 
n - 1 + is > n. This is a contradiction. Hence b + s # n. 




[for otherwise b 2 r-0 + 2, b E L(D), and D E gs( n) means that b is a 
multiple of s; hence gcd( b - 1, s) = 1 with b - 1 > ro + 1. This contradicts 
the definition of ra] and 
ro > sfl. (4.2) 
It follows that 
2ra > b + s. (4.3) 
But if 2r0 = b + s, then equalities also hold in (4.1) and (4.2), so ra = 
b - 1 = s + 1 and b = s + 2, so s = 2 (since ra = b - 1 + b # ra + s 1 6). 
This contradicts the fact that s 2 3. Therefore, the strict inequality in (4.3) 
holds, namely b < 2ro - s. So dB(x, y) < n - ro - 1 + b < n - 1 + ro - s, 
and 7(x, Y) < wl(s, n). 
(3): Because b + s < n - 1, we have b < n - 1 - s < n - 1 - is < ra, 
so s 1 b. By using b + s + 1 5 n - 1 and gcd( s + b + 1, s) = 1, we obtain 
that ro 2 b f s + 1, so b < ro - s. Hence dB(x, y) 5 d(x, y) + b + ro < 
n + b - 1 < n - 1 + ra - s, and y(x, y) < W’i(s, n). 
(4): Sinceb+s=n-landsfn-l,wehavesjbandthusb=raby 
D E $s(n). So dB(x, y) I d(x, y)+ro < n-ra-lfra = n-l < n-l+ro-s, 
and 7(x, Y) < wl(s, n). 
(5): First, we have that b = n - 1 - s, ra = n - 2 and d(x, y) 5 
n - ra - 1 = 1. In the following we consider three different cases. 
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Case 1. x or y belongs to some s-cycle. Then dB(x, y) < d(x, y)+s 5 
s + 1 < n - 1 + ro - s. So -y(x, y) < WI(S, n). 
Case 2. x or y belongs to some ro-cycle. Then &(x, Y) 5 d(x, Y) + 
r-0 < rc + 1 < n - 1-t ro - s, and y(x, Y) < Wl(s, Y) < WI(S, n). 
Case 3. neither x nor y belongs to any s-cycle or ro-cycle. Then 
by using Lemma 4.9 we obtain that (x,y) @ E(D). But d(x, y) I 1, so 
d(x, y) = 0. Hence dB(x, y) 5 b+ro = n-lfre-s, and y(x, y) < Wi(s, n). 
(6): Since n - 1 = Its and gcd(lcs - 1, s) = 1, then re = ks - 1 = n - 2. 
We have 
( s+s+l)b = b+(s+++l)s 
= b + (ks - 2)s 
= b + (ks - 1) + (s - l)(ks - 2) - 1 
= b + ro + @(To, s) - 1, (4 
b + ro + (k(s - 1) - 2)s = b + ro + (s - l)(lcs - 2) - 2 
= b + ro + @(ro, s) - 2. (b) 
We also have: 
(I) Y(X, Y) i d(x, Y) + b + ro + @(ro, s). 
(II) By (a) there is a walk from x to y of length d(x, y) + b + ro + 
Q(s, rg) - 1. 
(III) By (b) there is a walk from x to y of length d(x, y) + b + ro + 
Cp (ro, s) - 2. 
so 
r(x, Y) i d(x, Y) + b + ro + @(To, s) - 2 
< n - rc - 1-t b + ro + @(ro, s) - 2 
= n - 1 + re - s + @(r-e, s) - 1 
= Wi(s, n) - 1 < Wi(s, n). 
Lemmas 4.7, 4.8, and 4.10, imply that y(D) 2 Wi(s, n) for any D E 
+,(n) for s 2 3 [so y(D) L wl(s, n) f or any D E MD,(n) with s 2 31, and 
when sj(n - 1) or n - 1 = Its, but (/c - 1) ( (s - 2), if y(x, y) = K’l(s, n), 
then n - ra 5 d(x, y) _< n - s - 1 for s # 2,6. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Let gcd(n - 1, s) > 1, s > 3. Then: 
(1) b,(n) = W1(s,n). 
(2) If D E MD,(n) and y(D) = Wi(s,n), then D E @s(n) vrhen 
s # 6. 
PROOF. (1): We already know that y(D) 5 W~(s,n) for any D E 
MD,(n) with s 2 3. Now we construct the digraph Do shown in Figure 2. 
Clearly, DO E MD,(n) and L(Do) = (~0,s). 
It is easy to compute that y(Do) = y( U,,, + s - n + 1, U,,,) = ro + 
n - s - 1 + (Q - l)(s - 1) = Wi(s,n) (see [5, Lemma 4.11). So we have 
b,(n) = wi(s, n). 
(2): This follows from Lemma 4.3, Lemma 4.5, and Lemma 4.6. ??
For the case s = 2, the following theorem gives the expression for bz(n) 
when gcd(n - 1,2) = 2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Ifs = 2 andgcd(n-1,2) = 2, then bz(n) = Wl(2, n)+ 
1 = 3n - 7. 
PROOF. Firstly, we can easily see that re = n - 2 2 s + 1, so n 2 5. 
Let D E MDz(n). From Lemmas 4.3 and 4.5 we have y(D) 5 Wl(2, n) 
when rc @ L(D). In the following, we discuss the case ra E L(D). 
Take B = {ro,s} = {n-2,2}; th en Q(B) = n -3. For any 5, y E V(D) 
we now estimate the upper bounds of y(z, y) by classifying &2(z) into the 
following two cases. 
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Case 1. &(x) >_ n-r0 = 2. Then from Lemma 3.1 we have ds(z, y) < 
n-2+n-2=2n-4. So 
Case 2. c&(z) 5 n-ro-1 = 1. Then again from Lemma 3.1 we have 
ds(~,y)ii+n-r0+n-2=n+1<2n-4 (by n 2 5). 
So y(z, y) I 2n - 4 + n - 3 = 3n - 7. 
Combining cases 1 and 2, we get y(D) < Wl(2, n) + 1 = 3n - 7 for any 
D E MDz(n) when ro = n - 2 E L(D). Therefore, y(D) 5 IVl(2, n) + 1 = 
3n - 7 for any D E MDz(n) with gcd(2, n - 1) = 2. 
Next, we consider the digraph D1 shown in Figure 3. Clearly D1 E 
MDz(n) and L(D1) = (2, n-2}. It is easy to prove that +y(Dl) = y(n, n) = 
W1(2, n) + 1 = 3n - 7. Hence bz(n) = Wl(2, n) + 1 = 3n - 7. The theorem 
is proved. ??
5. CHARACTERIZATION OF THE DIGRAPHS D E MD,(n) WITH 
y(D) = b,(n) WHEN s # 2,6 
In this section, we always assume s # 2,6 and gcd(n - 1, s) > 1. In 
Section 4, we got the expressions for b,(n). Here, we characterize those 
digraphs D E MD,(n) with y(D) = b,(n) and s # 2,6. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let D E MD,(n), gcd(n - 1,s) > 1, s # 2,6, B = 
LTO~;}, 2, y E V(D). I.r(x, v) = Wl(s, n) and n-w I d(z, Y) I n--s--l, 
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(1) D E h(n). 
(2) dB(Z, y) = n - 1 + To - s and d(z, y) = n - s - 1. 
(3) There is a miqve elementary path P(x, y) from x to y, where jP(x, y)I 
= n - s - 1, and P(x, y) does not meet any s-cycle. 
(4) D contains a unique s-cycle. 
PROOF. (1): Using Theorem 4.1. 
(2): By using n - ro < d(x, y) 5 n - s - 1, we have 
ds(x, Y) F d(x, y) -t ro I n - 1 + rc - s. 
On the other hand, since 7(x, y) = Wi(s, n), we have 
ds(x, y) 2 WI(S, n) - Q(s, n) = n - 1 + ra - s. 
So dB(x, y) = n - 1 + ro - s, and d(x, y) = n - s - 1. 
(3): Let P(x, y) b e a shortest elementary path from x to y of length 
n - s - 1. Since ds(z, y) = n - 1 + re - s, P(x, y) does not meet any 
s-cycle. Suppose there exists another elementary path P/(x, y) # P(x, y) 
from x to y. Then P’(x, y) must meet some s-cycle and some ro-cycle, 
because 1 V(P’(x, y))j > 1 V(P(x, y))J = n - s > n - ro and V(P’(x, y)) # 
V(P(x, y)). So dB(x, y) < IP’(x, y)j 5 n - 1 < n - 1 + rc - s. This 
contradicts the fact that ds(x, y) = n - 1 + rc - s. Hence there is a 
unique elementary path P(x, y) from x to y, and P(x, y) does not meet 
any s-cycle. 
(4): Suppose there exist two different cycles Ci and Cz of length s. 
Then / V( Cl) u V(Cz)l 2 s + 1, since s is the shortest cycle length of D, 
so P(x, y) as a path of length n - s - 1 will meet the cycle Ci or C2. This 
contradicts (3). So D has a unique s-cycle. ??
It is easy to prove the following property of primitive ministrong di- 
graphs. 
LEMMA 5.2. If D E MD,(n) and gcd(n - 1, s) > 1, then n - 1 4 L(D). 
PROOF. If n - 1 E L(D), then we must have L(D) = {n - 1, s}, (since 
D is ministrong), and gcd(n - 1, s) = 1, a contradiction. ??
COROLLARY 5.1. Let D E MD,(D) with s # 2,6, gcd(n - 1,s) > 
1, b > ro. If y(D) = Wl(s, n), then b $ L(D). 
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PROOF. Suppose b E L(D). By y(D) = Wi(s, n) we have D E q,(n), 
so s / b (since b > ~0). Thus gcd(b + 1,s) = 1 and b + 1 > n - 1, so 
b = n - 1 E L(D). But from Lemma 5.2 we have n - 1 (f L(D). This is a 
contradiction. Hence b @ L(D): the corollary is proved. ??
Denote by T,,, the set of digraphs D which satisfy the following five 
conditions: 
(5.1) V(D) = V(Cs) ti V(Pn-s_l), where C, is a cycle of length s, 
and P,_,_i is a elementary path of length n - s - 1 with V( Cs) 
n V(P,_,_,) = 8. Furthermore, E(D) = E(C,) lj E(P,_,_1) lj 
E’, where E’ is an arc subset of D such that P,_,_1 is a unique path 
from the starting vertex (say, z) of P+_i to the end vertex (say, y) 
of P,_,_i. 
(5.2) D E +,(n). 
(5.3) D contains a unique cycle of length s. 
(5.4) v( Cs) n v(cb) = o, w h ere cb is any cycle of length b which is not 
equal to s or rc. 
(5.5) ro - 1 # c;“=, ai r2/s, where L(D) = {s, ro, rl, r2, . . . , TX}, and ei is a 
nonnegative integer, i = 1,2, . . , X (i.e., ra - 1 is not a nonnegative 
integral combination of I-~/S, Q/S,. . , TX/S). 
Clearly the digraph DO in Figure 2 belongs to T,,,, so T,,, # G. If 
D E T,,, and b E L(D) with b # s, then P+_l meets a b-cycle of D, 
because IP+_i\ = n - s - 1 >_ n - b. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let D E MD,(n) with s # 2,6, gcd(n - 1, s) > 
1, s+(n - l), or n - 1 = ks, but (k - 1) I (s - 2). Then y(D) = b,(n) = 
Wl(s,n) if and only if D E T,,,. 
PROOF. Necessity: 
(1) By Theorem 4.1 we see that D E Qs(n). So the condition 5.2 is 
satisfied. 
(2) Let Y(D) = Y(Z, Y) = W ( , ) 1 s n , w h ere 2, y E V(D). By using Lem- 
mas 4.7 and 4.10 we obtain that n - re 5 d(z, y) 5 n-s - 1. So from 
Lemma 5.1 we see that the conditions (5.1) and (5.3) are satisfied, 
and d(z, y) = n - 1 - s, so the shortest path from zr to y meets every 
cycle of D whose length is not equal to s. 
(3) Suppose V( Cs) n V( Cb) # @ for some cycle cb of length b (b # 
s, b # TO). Take B = { rc, s}, and add the cycle cb to a shortest 
path P(x:, y) from x to y; we obtain a walk from z to y of length 
d( 2, y) + b which meets some s-cycle [while P(z, y) already meets 
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(4) 
any ra-cycle]. By using Corollary 5.1, we have b < ~0. So dB(z, y) 5 
d(z, y) + b < n - 1 + ro - s. On the other hand, from Lemma 5.1 
we get dB(z, y) = n - 1 + re - s. This is a contradiction. Hence 
V( Cs) n V( Cb) = pl, namely, the condition (5.4) is satisfied. 
Suppose rc - 1 = C;=, airi/s for some nonnegative integers al, 
a2,. . , a~, where L(D) = {re,s, ri,rs,. . . ,rx}. Then S(TO - 1) + 
n - s - 1 = n - s - 1 + CC, airi, i.e., 
Wi(s,n) - 1 = @( ro, s) - 1 + n - 1 + r0 - s 
= n - s - 1 + & airi = d(z, y) + 5 a,ri. 
i=l i=l 
Since the shortest path P(x, y) f rom z to y has length n - s - 1, it 
already meets all cycles of length ri (i = 1,2, . . . , A). SO there exists 
a walk from 2 to y of length d(z, y) +C;“=, a,~, = WI(S, n) - 1, and 
y(z, y) < Wi(s, n). This contradicts the fact that y(z, y) = Wi(s, n), 
Hence ro - 1 # C^= z 1 uiri/s, namely, the condition (5.5) is satisfied. 
Thus the necessity is proved. 
Sufficiency: Since D E TSv,, we have V(D) = V(CS) lj V(P,_,_I) and 
E(D) = E(C,) Ij E(P,-,_I) 0 E’. In the following we want to show 
r(z, Y) = Y(D) = wi(s, n), w h ere x is the starting vertex of PnbS-l, and 
y is the end vertex of PnmS-l. 
Since 7(x, y) 5 Wl(s, n), we need only to prove that there doesn’t exist 
a walk of length Wi(s, n) - 1 from x to y. Otherwise, Wr(s, n) - 1 can be 
expressed as follows: 
Wl(S, ?I) - 1 = n - S - 1 + 6 Uiri + @r0 + eA+is, (5.6) 
i=l 
where ai is a nonnegative integer (i = 0, 1,2, . . . , X + l), and by using the 
condition (5.4), if Q = 0, then a~,+1 = 0. 
Case 1. q, = 0. Then ax+1 = 0, and from the equality (5.6) we have 
n + s(rc - 2) = n - s + C:=, airi. Hence s(rc - 1) = c;=, air, and 
(~0 - 1) = Cf=‘=, air,/s. Th is is in contradiction with (5.5). 
Case 2. ac > 0. Then by the equality (5.6) we have 
s(r0 - 1) = C uiri + aera + u~+~s. 
i=l 
(5.7) 
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SincesIri(i=1,2,... , A), we have s 1 @T-O. Again because gcd( s, re) = 
1, we get that s 1 a~, so a~ > s, and 
which contradicts (5.7). 
Combining cases 1 and 2, we obtain that there does not exist a walk 
of length Wr(s,n) - 1 from 2 to y, and y(D) = $5,~) = Wr(s,n). This 
completes the proof of the sufficiency part. ??
By an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1, we can obtain the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.2. Let D E MD,(n), gcd(n - 1, s) > 1, s # 2,6, n - 1 = 
ks, (k - l)t(s - 2). Then y(D) = Wr(s,n) if and only if D E T,,, or 
D 2 Dz, where Dz is the digraph in Figure 4. 
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